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A comparison of GCE O Level and GCSE Higher Tier examination questions on the circle theorems

My impression is that the 1959 GCE question 
is not untypical of questions of that time, 
and that it is more demanding than most 
comparable questions at GCSE. I have had a 
quick look at a handful of recent GCSE Higher 
Tier papers (non-calculator). Most have a 
question involving circle theorems - I found 
five such questions, which I discuss below. My 
sense is that four of the GCSE questions are 
much more routine. The GCE question is less 
structured - students have to make connections 
rather than simply apply mathematical 
knowledge to a more or less closed situation. 
However, this also applies to some degree to 
one of the GCSE questions (though the GCSE 
question is less abstract, being about a diagram 
with specific, known angles).

The first part of the GCE question (right) 
asks for a proof, which many current students 
would not even have been taught, never mind 
being able to reproduce. On the other hand, 
it is probably not that difficult to learn to 
reproduce such a proof if it is known to be 
imporant for success in the examination.

The first part also provides a strong clue for solving the second part - the ‘Angle at the centre’ theorem. We 
are told that C is a centre, so it does not require a great leap to consider the angle at C subtended by minor 
arc AB, though we do need to construct the angle as it is not shown in the diagram. However, several more 
leaps need to be made. For a start, we need to see the angle at C in relation to both circles: thus the angle at C 
is twice the angle subtended by AB on the circumference of the large circle (which almost inevitably leads to 
angle ADB, though that has not been drawn either); also, it is equal to angles subtended by AB on the rest of 
the circumference of the small circle, in particular the given angle APB. Further leaps are needed to see how 
knowledge of these angles can help us prove that PB = PD. A crucial step is to construct the triangle DPB - if 
the angles at D and B are equal, then the triangle will be isosceles, with PB = PD. In turn, this might trigger 
the theorem about the exterior angle of a triangle being equal to the sum of the two opposite interior angles, an 
elementary theorem familiar to students in 1959 that has also begun to be taught to present day students.

There seems to be quite a nice flow to this set of ideas and it is likely that for a reasonably competent and 
experienced student they would emerge fairly smoothly, without the need for great leaps of imagination or 
insight. Such students will probably have been used to drawing construction lines and to using the ‘isosceles 
triangle heuristic’ to prove that lines (or angles) are equal. Put another way, this task is probably not hugely 
difficult for students who have sustained experience of similar tasks. However, from a look at current GCSE 
questions (see below) it seems likely that this task would be challenging for current students who, it appears, 
are seldom if ever required to solve such tasks and thus probably have not had much experience of using 
their knowledge of geometric relations (and their knowldge of geometric procedures, were they to have such 
knowledge) to make connections (or to uncover connections that they know must be there...).

Mathematics GCE O Level, Alternative B, Paper II Section II (choose 4 from 
6) Univ of Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate, July 1959 [12 marks]
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Specification: Edexcel GCSE in Mathematics A (for first certification 2014) (p67)

       (b)  Find the size of angle DEB. 
 Give a reason for your answer. [Total 2 marks]
GCSE Mathematics (Linear) Paper 3, Higher Tier, Edexcel, Nov 2009

       (b)  Work out the size of angle ABC. 
 Give a reason for your answer. [Total 5 marks]
GCSE Mathematics (Linear) Paper 3, Higher Tier, Edexcel, May 2009

We look next at two Edexcel 
questions that come from a May 
2009 and a November 2009 Higher 
Tier GCSE paper. Both questions 
seem to be quite routine, the main 
challenge being to select which bit of 
given information to use for each part 
of the question. However, each part 
requires just one or two direct steps, 
with no hidden leaps.

In part a) of the May 2009 question 
(right) we are asked to find an 
angle (AOD) which is connected to 
an unknown angle (ABC) via the 
‘angle at the centre’ theorem and 
to a given angle (of 36˚) by virtue 
of being in the same triangle. The 
third angle of this triangle is formed 
by a tangent and radius and it thus 
takes little knowledge to realise that 
it is 90˚. Note that the diagram is 
‘complete’:we don’t need to add any 
construction lines.

Thus we can find angle AOD directly 
from the ‘Interior angle sum of 
triangle’ theorem, and having found 
it, relate it directly to angle ABC, the 
desired angle in part b), using ‘Angle 
at the centre’.

The November 2009 question is very 
similar. In part a) we need to call up 
knowledge about the angle between 
tangent and radius, in part b) we can 
use the given triangle and ‘Interior 
angle sum’ again, plus the knowledge 
that the given angle subtended at the 
circumference by the given diameter 
is 90˚ (or knowledge of the ‘Angle 
between tangent and chord’ theorem).

Thus, for each part of the question, 
students are directed fairly explicitly 
to a particular aspect of the given 
figure, so the challenge for them 
can be reduced to ‘What geometric 
features does this particular 
configuration contain, and what 
geometric knowledge can I recall 
about these features?’.

The table (right) is for Edexcel 
GCSE exams from 2014 onwards. I 
don’t know how much it applied in 
the past, but it would seem that A03 
applies strongly to the above GCE 
question but hardly at all to the two 
GCSE questions.
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This question had three parts like this, each with a separate diagram 
[1 mark per angle]
OCR GCSE Maths Syllabus A Paper 3 (Higher Tier), 18 May 2009

Similarly for (b) angle y, (c) angle z [2+2+2 marks]
OCR GCSE Maths A Paper 3 (Higher Tier) May 2008

OCR GCSE Maths A, Unit B, Higher, June 2011 [5 marks]

Two of the three OCR GCSE Higher Tier 
questions shown here are similar to the 
Edexcel questions, but perhaps slightly 
more demanding. The third is much more 
demanding.

The first question (right), from 2008, is in 
3 parts, which neatly follow on from one 
another. However, there is perhaps still a 
slight need for students to structure the task, 
or at least the geometric knowledge that they 
are required to draw on. Thus, for part (a), 
which asks for the value of angle x, students 
might think this involves the knowledge 
that the angle between the given tangent 
and radius is 90˚, as x forms part of that 
angle. However, we don’t know the other 
part of the angle, ie angle y, so students need 
to switch to looking for other geometric 
features (namely triangle ABT).

Once angle x is found, the next part (Find 
angle y) is very straightforward. However, 
part (c) requires three steps - knowing that 
the given triangle containing angle y is 
isosceles, using this to find the ‘Angle at the 
centre’, and using this result to find angle z at 
the circumference.

The next question is from 2009. One part 
is shown here (right). The other parts are 
similar but unrelated, with each having its 
own diagram. The part shown here involves 
one very simple step. However, it does 
involve a distractor, the given angle of 20˚, 
whose value has no bearing at all on the size 
of the desired angle, p, even though it looks 
as though it might help us towards finding 
p. (The 20˚ angle is in a triangle whose 
third angle can be found to be 130˚, which 
is then also the size of an angle in a triangle 
containing angle p, but unfortunately we 
don’t know the third angle.)

The question from 2011 (right) is rather 
different. It is not broken down into parts 
that lead towards a solution. There seem to 
be two, fairly distinct ways of solving the 
question (which might be challenging in 
itself, since one might find oneself going 
partly down one route and partly down the 
other); each method involves three steps, 
with one method involving a construction 
line (AC produced).

Thus, this question seems closer to the 
second part of the GCE question than to 
the other GCSE questions. But is it an 
aberration, or the beginning of a new trend? 
A brief attempt to answer this is given below.
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OCR GCSE Maths A, Unit B, Higher, Nov 2012 [5 marks]

[Part a), (Find y) without the circle is worth 3 marks]
AQA GCSE Maths (linear) Higher Nov 2013 paper 1 [1 mark]

Postscript
The more challenging OCR question (above)
has prompted me to look at some further OCR 
papers, post 2011 (which involves a revised 
Syllabus A, linear, I think). I found 3 Higher 
papers:
June 2012: this has no question involving 
circle theorems.
November 2013 (right): this turns out to 
have a question similar to the June 2011 
paper, though not quite as challenging: the 
question again consists of just one part, ie 
it is not structured in a way that would lead 
students to a step-by-step method of solution. 
Also, it involvs adding construction lines 
(for the angle at O) and finding a three-step 
solution, involving ‘Angle at centre’, ‘Angle 
between tangent and radius’ and ‘Angle sum 
of quadrilateral’. However, the question is not 
as complex as the 2011 question - a successful 
method is more likely to emerge in a smooth, 
sequential way.
Jan 2013: this has a circle theorems question 
with two independent parts. It is very similar 
to the May 2009 question in that each part 
involves a single step, but also contains a 
(fairly weak) distractor.

I also had a quick look at recent AQA GCSE 
Higher tier papers. I found these three:
June 2012: no circle theorems question.
Jan 2013: no circle theorems question.
Nov 2013: one minor part of a question 
(below), which asks for knowledge of the 
‘Angle in a semicircle’ property.
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OCR GCSE Maths  Unit B, Higher, Jan 2013 [3 marks]


